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Welcome to the May/June edition of Skywatcher. As most of you will
have noticed, there wasn‘t a Skywatcher last month due to not enough
articles. Those that were held over appear in this issue, and I‘m sure
that this issue has at least a few that will interest, maybe even excite
you. The lead article is last month‘s Topping-Out party at John Slinn‘s
house to celebrate the completion of his roof-top observatory. There
aren‘t many of those around, and by all accounts it‘s one that most of
us will be rather envious of, particularly if, like me you don‘t have an
observatory.
News-wise it‘s been rather quiet up there in the sky; no bright comets
to see, and no exploding stars – although Tony Marsh‘s article in this
issue sheds some new light on these. The month of May is your last
chance to find your way around the galaxies in Virgo, as come the end
of the month, they‘ll have run into evening twilight or be too low down
in the western sky to get really good views. So please get out if the sky
is clear and write down what you see. I‘d like to have
more of your observing reports published in Skywatcher. Those of you that took the chance of buying
new scopes and accessories at Astrofest back in February I‘d also like to hear from. A few months down
the line is the ideal time to write a short piece for our
members describing your latest must-have acquisition,
or heaven forbid, complete turkey.

This months cartoon courtesy of www.xkcd.com

Hope you enjoy this issue! Please let me know if you
have any requests for subjects and topics you‘d like to
read about, and indeed any general comments you
want to make about Skywatcher. I‘m currently looking into having it printed commercially, which
(hopefully) will allow us to publish it in full colour.
Peter Dean,
Editor
prdean@ntlworld.com
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Topping out Party
Last month member John Slinn held his ‘topping out’ party to celebrate the completion of his new observatory. John Axtell was on-hand to tell you all about it.

it is snug but has
everything you need,
shelves for laptop,
books, observing
charts and of course
power supply
and red light

A

s we all know our Scheduled Observing Evenings
are held once a month at
Albury Heath, on a Friday
evening hopefully not too far from
a New Moon. In April 2008 the
date chosen was Friday 4th, when
the Moon would be 26 days old.
The venue this time was markedly
different – John Slinn‘s house at
Ifold, just over the border into
West Sussex. Readers of SkyWatcher will remember that John

had written two articles, progress
reports about how he was getting
on with constructing an observatory on the flat roof of an extension he had built onto his house.
John had completed his Herculean
labours, and invited GAS members to a ‗topping-out party‘ at his
observatory. This was to see what
he‘d done, find out how he did it,
learn where he had got the materials, and just to have a good social
evening combined (hopefully)
with some darn-good stargazing.
My wife Sue and I were the first
arrivals, dead on 7 p.m., closely
followed by several more. All in
all there must have been nearly 30
people there in total, cars strewn
all down John‘s drive and in that
of a neighbour, fortunately absent
on holiday. John‘s wife Janet was
doing a sterling job of greeting
guests and providing mulled wine,
coffees, teas, pizza and nibbles.
Some who weren‘t driving also
brought stronger beverages – my
own supplies had come straight
(Continued on page 3)
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ing charts and of course power
supply and red light. It houses an
immaculate 12‖ Meade
LX200GPS, and even this came
from e-Bay! This is on a very
solid column mount, with a polished aluminium wedge (made by
Milburn, a US company).

(Continued from page 2)

Access to
the roof is via
a very ornate
wrought-iron
staircase
spiralling
up the side.
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from the barrels of The South
Downs Brewery at Shere, earlier
that day.
The main attraction was John‘s
observatory. As previously mentioned, this is situated on the flat
roof of an extension, with a very
substantial pier supporting it. Access to the roof is via a very ornate
wrought-iron staircase spiralling
up the side. Amazingly, this was
sourced by John from e-Bay! I
would never have thought to look
for something as grand or ornate
on eBay – it just goes to show!
Knowing that Bob Peake (our
Health and Safety officer) was
coming, John had positioned night
-lights, one on each tread. Fairyland! The observatory itself was
designed to test people‘s limbodancing abilities, as the door is
reminiscent of the hobbit-sized
doors in Bilbo Baggins‘s house in
Hobbiton– you really have to duck
your head. Once inside you can‘t
help but be impressed; it is snug
but has everything you need,
shelves for laptop, books, observ-

In addition to this, John had also
provided more observing capability outside the observatory on the
sun lounge roof, i.e. a large pair of
11 x 80 Helios binoculars plus the
Society‘s latest loan scope, the 10‖
Fullesrcope we recently purchased
from Tony Pasqual. This has been
taken off its old heavy Mark IV
mounting, and mounted instead on
a wooden Dobsonian frame. It‘s in
this manoeuvrable and accessible
form that it is now available for
loan. The binos had an unusual
mounting – the huge Meade field
tripod that came with the LX200 –
more than man enough for the job!
Further observing was provided
capacity was provided by Julia
Gaudelli and Tony Questa, who
both brought their respective 8‖
Meade LX scopes, together with
two Obsession light-buckets, my
15‖ and Ted Dodman‘s mighty
18‖. Alan Forno brought something along that impressed all that
tried it – his Canon 15x80 imagestabilised binos. This apparently
works on a floating prism that
somehow compensates for handshake, it really is quite remarkable
how the wobbly image suddenly
stabilised upon pressing the power
button. Remarkable!
During the evening people came
up with various suggestions to
give the observatory a title. We
followed the best astronomical
tradition of using TLAs (to the
uninitiated that‘s three letter ab(Continued on page 4)
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John was suitably
dressed for the
occasion, wearing
an orange NASA
astronaut suit,
which prompted
the comment –
“Is that Neil
Armstrong?”
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breviation); VCO (very cosy observatory), QID (quite inviting
dome), NAY (not axed yet) were
all good suggestions, but John‘s
favourite was OSO for overwhelmingly snug observatory.
John was suitably dressed for the
occasion, wearing an orange
NASA astronaut suit, which
prompted the comment – ―Is that
Neil Armstrong?‖

with which ESA‘s Jules Verne had
recently docked.

Ifold is well away from any large
towns and so the skies were considerably better that those around
Guildford. I haven‘t see the whole
of Ursa Minor quite so easily for a
long time, and that‘s often a good
test. Saturn and Mars drew a lot of
attention as did M42 in Orion and
M13 in Hercules. Auriga‘s open
clusters M36, M37 & M38 were
And so to the observing; the skies popular, as was the Double Cluster
were clear until about 11.00, then in Perseus and M35 in Gemini. In
were patchy. Most people had
Ursa Major we viewed the Owl
drifted off before the sky really
Nebula M97 plus galaxies M81,
cleared about 12.30, and a hardM82 and M101. The latter is a difcore kept observing until 03.30.
ficult object because of its low surMost of the telescopes were situface brightness, but at Ifold it was
ated on the patio at side of the
the best I‘ve seen it since Kelling
small landlocked sea that John de- Heath last year. Through Ted‘s
scribes as his garden pond. For
and my large dobsonians could be
safety John had placed night-light seen the spiral structure and dust
candles by the pond edge. These
lanes. Other Messiers I noted
are usually provide just a weak
down included M51, M3, M5,
dim light but were disconcertingly M53, Leo‘s M65, M66, M95,
bright when fully dark-adapted.
M96, M105 plus many within the
However without them someone
Virgo Cluster.
would have surely gone in, and
one very nearly did! A highlight
All in all a very splendid evening,
occurred around 9 p.m., a visit by enjoyed by one and all. Thanks
the International Space Station,
again to our wonderful hosts, John
and Janet.
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Star Energy - Save Albury Heath
Star Energy has now submitted a new planning application to Surrey
County Council for temporary drilling and appraisal at the Albury wellsite.
Our Albury Heath observing site
is once again threatened by a plan
to create an industrial plant
nearby. The application is for 2
appraisal drillwells at an expanded
Albury Park site. The threat to astronomy is light-pollution that will
make the site unusable for observing - there are more wide-ranging
general threats to the Surrey Hills
Area of Outstanding Natural
beauty.

The threat to
GAS is the
light-pollution
that will
make our
observing site
unusable

We had a similar threat last year –
the group saveblackheathcommon
successfully coordinated opposition and the last application was
withdrawn because of inadequate
noise data, so this application is
accompanied by greater details on
noise disturbance. Now Star Energy has recently submitted a
modified set of plans. So we‘re off
again…Please look at
www.saveblackheathcommon.com
for more information and if you
agree, add your objection. The site
has clear guides to the objection
methods.

Council received from individuals
– over two thousand. GAS members and those from other societies
played a role in this.
Objections that are obviously written individually – rather than a
copy of a form-letter – carry even
more weight so if you can, write
your own or modify the examples
to match your own thinking.
We will be distributing this to a
wider audience – local societies
such as Farnham, Ewell and Basingstoke joined in last year and we
have the potential support of over
25 member societies in SAGAS. If
you know individuals or organisations that would be interested,
please pass on details.
If anyone would like to carry out a
coordinating role for G A S on this
campaign – maybe you have experience of similar local campaigns - please contact Tony
Questa.

However, in this application the
details are largely unchanged,
therefore the grounds for objection
remain the same and the application will be strongly opposed by
GAS, SaveBlackheathCommon
campaign and other organisations.
The application is scheduled to go
to committee on the morning of
Wed 28th May 2008 but may be
deferred to a later meeting - 18
June, 30 July or 17 September.
One of the deciding factors last
time round was the sheer number
of objections that Surrey County
Page 5
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Telescopes for Loan
No telescope? Still want to see planets and deep-sky objects? That’s not a problem
if you’re a member. Take advantage of the Society’s loan scheme. To find out how
it works and what you can choose, read on....

A

s we have had so many new members re2 – AstroSystems 6” F8, pillar, alt azimuth mount,
cently, it‘s probably time to remind all mem- undriven, (no photo available).
bers that the Society now has five telescopes
that are available to loan. Quite often beginners to
3 – Tal 2 6” F8, pillar, equatorial mount, driven
astronomy are uncertain about what sort of telescope
to buy, and whether or not they‘d be able to use one;
so this Society resource gives you an excellent opportunity to try one out. Loans are only available to
paid up members, and are completely free, there‘s
no deposit required. Up until now we haven‘t put a
time limit on the loans, but we plan to operate on a
three-month minimum period, renewable if there‘s
no-one else waiting to borrow. Loans have been a bit
sluggish of late, but I‘m hoping that we can keep
these scopes in circulation by promoting their use a
bit more strongly.
All five instruments are Newtonian reflecting telescopes:
1 - Celestron 4½‖ F9, tripod, equatorial mount, undriven

4 – Orion Optics 8” Europa F6, Dobsonian mount

All of the telescopes are equipped with a finderscope, and at least two eyepieces.
If you‘d like to borrow one then please register your
interest with either John Axtell
(johnaxtell42@aol.com) or Tony Questa
(tq@11d.ndo.co.uk).
Page 6
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Who’s Who in the Society 2008
Name

Role

email

John Evans

President

mail@light-speed.org.uk

vacant

Vice President

John Axtell

Secretary /
Observing Co-ordinator

johnaxtell42@aol.com

Ted Dodman Treasurer

ted_dodman@hotmail.com

Chris Hopper Observatory Director

c.hopper@ntlworld.com

Tony Questa Assistant
tq@11d.ndo.co.uk
Observatory Director / Deputy
Observing Co-ordinator
Matthew
Mallinson

Librarian

Not on email

Bob Peake

Health & Safety Officer

NGC452@aol.com

James
Wilhelm

Web Master

james.wilhelm@gmail.com

Peter Dean

Newsletter Editor /
Assistant Web Master

prdean@ntlworld.com

Dick Alder

Committee member

Not on email

Tony Marsh

Committee member

a.r.marsh@imperial.ac.uk

5 - Fullerscopes 10” Newtonian F6, equatorial mount.
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Data reproduced courtesy
of the Federation of Astronomical Societies 2008
Astro Calendar, Cartes du
Ciel.

Note: The map shows the general appearance of the night sky at 11pm on the 15th May. The sky will look roughly the same at
midnight on the 1st, and at 10pm at month-end.

May’s Night Sky
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Special Events.
May 2: Mercury 2.5º south of M45 Pleiades
May 5: Eta Aquirids meteor shower peak, favourable Moon, max ZHR of 35 .
May 6: 3% crescent Moon 1.5º north of Mercury .
May 13: Alpha Scorpids meteor shower peaks,
fairly favourable Moon, low ZHR of 5 .

Moon New Moon: May5, First Quarter: May 12,
Full Moon: May 21, Last Quarter: May 28

Mercury The end of April / beginning of May provides this year’s best (and last) chance of seeing
Mercury as an evening object. Look low in the
NW sky about 40 mins after sunset. Max elevation of 10 º occurs on 10th Venus is too near the
Sun to be visible this month. Mars Mars is visible
thought April and May, but it is decreasing in
both size (down to 5 arc seconds) and in magnitude (from +0.8 to 1.5) Jupiter Jupiter improves
over the period, rising at around midnight at the
end of May. It increases in size (from 37 arc
seconds to 45) and in brightness (Mag –2.2 to –
2.6) Saturn is beginning to slip away in May. It’s
easy to find, quite close to Regulus in Leo. It’s
brightness and size remain fairly constant at Mag
+0.8 and a 18 arc second disc. Uranus and
Nepture, are too near the Sun for observation
this month.
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Data reproduced courtesy
of the Federation of Astronomical Societies 2008
Astro Calendar, Cartes du
Ciel.

Note: The map shows the general appearance of the night sky at midnight on the 15th June. The sky will look roughly the same
at 1am on the 1st, and at 11pm at month-end.

June’s Night Sky
Special Events.
June 20: Summer Solstice, Sun is at it’s furthest
point North.

Moon New Moon: June 3, First Quarter: June 10,
Full Moon: June 18, Last Quarter: June 26

A Bradford Experience
We don’t often get the chance to go to astronomical meetings in foreign lands; John
Axtell describes visiting Bradford AS.

I

n mid-March I visited Leeds on a
three-day business trip. Before going
I just casually glanced at the FAS
website to see what local Astronomical Societies were in the vicinity, and on
which dates they were meeting this
month. As luck would have it I found that
Bradford AS we meeting on Monday
17th, my first day ― up t‘north‖. I quickly
found my way to the Contacts page of
their website, dropped an email to ask if I
could attend, and received a welcoming
response.

their coffee
break is of a style
we may have
to get used to –
i.e. someone
belting out just
before the end of
the first session
to put several
kettles on to boil.

So having changed out of business attire I
set out from my hotel to find my way
from Leeds to Eccleshill, a few miles to
the north of Bradford, proving to myself
that it still is possible to navigate round
the country using road signs and map,
without the need of SatNav. BAS meet at
the Eccleshill Public Library, in a room
that is so much ―theirs‖ that there are
several large glass fronted and framed
images of Saturn, M31 etc adorning the
walls. There‘s even a giant Dalek dominating one corner of the room; I never did
find out why!

I was made most welcome by chairperson
Hilary Knaggs and by Tony West, the
newsletter editor who also acts as the
email contact. There were about 50 members present, and for once I didn‘t raise
the average age when walking into a
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room! BAS meets every fortnight, often
the talk will be a given by a member.
They‘ve been going now for 37 years.
Membership levels fluctuate, but they
seem to growing once again, indeed there
were two new members who signed up
that night. I collected two copies of their
monthly newsletter, to show our editor
Peter – there might always been some
pointers we too can follow in our own
SkyWatcher.
Hilary opened the meting at 7.45 p.m.
They have an email notices system, but
as one third of their 60+ members are not
on email, they go through the notices
before the main talk starts. On this occasion the talk was entitled ―Digital Astrophotography for Dummies‖, given by
Kevin Milburn FRAS from Manchester
AS. He uses a Canon 350D mounted on
an EQ5. His preferred lens is an enormous beast he used to use in his 35mm
SLR days – a 300m f4 Pentacon. Somehow he managed to find an appropriate
converter ring to mate this with his
Canon. (Now that I know this can be
done I‘m going to investigate whether I
can find some adaptors to connect my
Olympus-fit lenses to my Canon 400D –
I‘ve got a rather tasty 650mm cat-lens I‘d
love to couple with my digital SLR. If
anyone knows of any likely sources for
this please let me know!). Kevin also
uses a 400mm f6.3 Galaxy lens. He stated
that his presentation was going to be
―warts‘n‘all‖, and indeed it was comforting to see the mistakes that other people
make in their early imaging days. He then
of course moved onto more polished images.
Like us, BAS stops for a coffee break.
However their coffee break is of a style
we may have to get used to – i.e. someone belting out just before the end of the
first session to put several kettles on to
boil. We‘re the only Society that I know
of with the luxury of a manned coffee
station; if we have to move from The
Institute because of increasing attendance
levels then we too may have to get used
to a tea-making rota! At the end of the
break there was something of a surprise –
(Continued on page 11)
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(Continued from page 10)

a raffle! Apparently BAS do this each
and every meeting (£1 a ticket) as a fundraiser. The prizes were a bottle of wine
plus two boxes of chocolates (Planets, of
course!). Their generosity did not extend
to selling me a winning ticket! A raffle
seems a good idea to me, maybe we
should think about doing the same.

the colour
of the moon;
no, it’s not just
grey and white!

After the break Kevin continued with his
talk, and I found this section particularly
interesting. Together with colleagues he
is working on identifying and mapping
the colour of the moon; no, it‘s not just
grey and white! Colour shots are taken
using a webcam then the colour saturation is increased in Photoshop. They use
colour draping; the low resolution colour
image is superimposed upon a high resolution black and white image. Details of
this work, together with some interesting
images, can be found in an article Kevin
wrote in BBC Sky at Night Magazine,
April 2007. Another interesting piece of
software used is Planetwarp. This is a
freeware package that eliminates the effects of foreshortening. This means that
all those wonderful craters like Schiller,
Schickard and Petavius, which normally
we see at quite an angle as they‘re near

the limb, can now be seen as if from directly overhead.
Like us, BAS disappear to a pub after the
meeting. I was sad to decline several kind
invitations to join them, but the need to
do a bit of work before the following
day‘s business prevailed.
So I‘ll finish with two recommendations
for you:
next time its full or near full
Moon, have a look, take a picture,
see if you can spot some colour.
Try the Aristarchus plateau , it‘s
orange!
Next time you‘re travelling away
on business, visiting relatives, etc
then find out if there‘s a meeting
of a local society that you might
visit. Meetings are listed in the
Astro Societies pages of both Astronomy Now and BBC Sky at
Night Magazine, and are also
listed on the website of the Federation of Astronomical Societies
www.fedastro.org.uk/ You‘ll be
made welcome and you never
know, you might bring back some
fresh ideas to GAS.

Visits, Socials and other ‘Stuff’
The Skittles evening will be on Thursday 19th June, at 8 pm at The
Wey Inn, Godalming, (half way between Farncombe and Godalming).
There will be a hot meal available, and the Real Ale is Bombardier. The
food choice is chilli, (vegetarian) lasagne or chicken, and the cost
(including food) is £8.00 per head. We are limited on this one to a party
of 50, so depending on popularity this event might well be membersonly; more information nearer the time. Please contact John to book your
place and meal order. Details of the skittles Teams and rules etc, to follow nearer the time.
John can be contacted by email at johnaxtell42@aol.com
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A date for your diary: afternoon of Sunday 6th July , the GAS Summer
BBQ. This will be held at the home of Paul and Trisha Daniels at Frimley Green. It will be on a bring-your-own-meat basis, and more details
will be announced nearer the time.
Many thanks to Trish and Paul for the kind invitation.

Meanwhile, details of a recent GAS outreach event in late March have
just arrived at the Editors. Image on the left features the latest in blow-up
toys for erm ‗adult‘ astronomers, or an implausibly sized massage aid—
we aren‘t sure.
As it happens, the event,
(the UK Space Conference
2008) at Charterhouse (see
right), was by all accounts,
a resounding success, and
the organisers are keen to
have GAS on board ready
for IYA 2009, (See later
article in this issue).

On March 31, 2007, under an initiative called Earth Hour,over 2.2 million Sydney residents and 2,100 businesses and government organizations symbolically switched off their lights for one hour.
At 8pm on March 29 2008 Sydney and twenty three other cities around
the world made a similar symbolic initiative.
An Earth Hour representative was quoted as saying ―Over the past few
years we have been delighted to help host visitors from the northern part
of the world who have come to observe from dark sky locations here in
the state of New South Wales (NSW), Australia. Many of our past visitors, such as Dave Kriege, will undoubtedly be delighted to learn that
today another symbolic initiative took place here, with the National
Trust of NSW announcing that the sky above New South Wales is to be
given heritage status.‖
A short story released by the AAP news service can be found here
for interested readers http://www.news.com.au/story/0,23599,23443024-29277,00.html
As observers, we all seek dark skies. Though the above are small steps
and largely symbolic, we can hope they help assist in the call for preserving the night sky around the globe.
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A Ramble for a Cloudy Night
Tony Marsh muses on the connection between an exploding mountain, wedding
rings and a rather well-known 20th Century physicist.
What‘s the connection between
Mt. St. Helens and Supernovae?
One simple answer is that they
have both exploded. But that answer would miss a host of other
connections.

Mt. St. Helens
was a beautiful
mountain before
the explosion that
blew the top off
the mountain

Page 13

Mt. St. Helens is an explosive volcano in the Cascade mountains of
Washington State in the USA. It
exploded on Sunday May 18th
1980 and sent material all around
the globe in a matter of days. Unfortunately, it killed 57 people.
Some were killed in the explosion
itself while others were caught by
the pyroclastic flow which was
initially travelling at 300mph.
Some extremely lucky people escaped the flow by road when it
had slowed to just less than
100mph.
Mt. St. Helens was a beautiful
mountain before the explosion that
blew the top off the mountain and
caused widespread destruction.
The most beautiful woman of the
ancient world was Helen of Troy.
She was famously rescued by a
1000 Greek ships from the
clutches of the Trojan Paris. This
rescue caused the 10 year Trojan
wars which lead to a great deal of
death and destruction. The mountain is well named.
The word volcano comes from
‗Vulcano‘ island, a volcanic island, which is off Italy. The Romans named it after their God of
Fire, Vulcan. The Greek name for
the same God was Hephaestus.
However, the Greeks do not appear to have had a name for a volcano as such. The Greek name
Aetna (= I burn) gives us the name
for Mount Etna.

Before
Mt. St. Helens spewed out
an enormous quantity of material
by human standards. It was, like
all volcanoes, a source of molten
rock, hot gasses and copious
amounts of dust. After the event, a
chemical investigation got to the
heart of the trace elements produced by the volcano using the
sediments of lake ‗Coeur
d‘Alene‘. It showed that many
had been greatly enhanced by the
volcano. Amongst the biggest effects were Lead, 275 times, Cadmium, 205 times, Mercury, 49
times and Silver, 35 times.

After
Supernovae are, of course,
exploding stars, (Nova being a
Latin word for new). Just 7 years
after Mt. St. Helens the most studied supernova occurred – SN
1987A in the Large Magellanic
Cloud. Like Mt. St. Helens supernova too spew out enormous
quantities of dusty material. The
(Continued on page 14)
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(Continued from page 13)

Type II supernova, (and Type Ib
and Ic) are single massive stars
that explode.
Such stars have consumed
all their nuclear fuel very quickly
compared to less massive

Your gold or
platinum
wedding ring,
if you wear one,
came from a
supernova.

Veil Nebula Supernova remnant

During
stars. In the process of burning
they have travelled along the
chemical Periodic Table of Elements named after the Russian
Mendeleev. The journey goes
from Hydrogen all the

Dust from Mt. St. Helens
way to Iron. When the production
of Iron has finished the fuel in the
star is exhausted and the star collapses and explodes as a supernova. The supernova explosion is
the source of all chemical elePage 14

ments below Iron in the Periodic
Table, (that is to say, all those
with a higher atomic number and a
higher atomic weight). This

includes all those trace elements
from Mt. St. Helens mentioned
above. Your gold or platinum
wedding ring, if you wear one,
came from a supernova. These
heavier elements are built up by
neutron capture and subsequent βdecay and are produced by either
the Rapid or Slow processes. For
example, silver, gold and platinum
are all produced by the Rapid
process.
The light curve of a supernova is
controlled by these heavier than
Iron elements. The radioactive decay of an isotope of nickel, (halflife 6 days), can give rise to a plateau in the light curve as the supernova fades. The long decline in
the light curve of SN 1987A came
from the radioactive decay of an
(Continued on page 15)
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(Continued from page 14)

isotope of Cobalt, (half-life 78
days).

present orbit could also result
from a gradual change - just like

SN 1987A

This strongly
suggests that
a large impact
occurred
in the past

Likewise, mercury or
quicksilver is built up by successive multiple neutron capture and
β-decay. Its atomic weight is 201
compared to 56 for Iron. It is the
only liquid metal at room temperature. It has been used in the past
for thermometers, barometers and
clock pendulums. More recently it
has been used in fluorescent lights
and batteries. Batteries and temperature sensors were deployed on
Mt. St. Helens prior to the explosion as part of the vulcanologist‘s
instruments.
Mercury is also the name
of a Roman god. (Greek = Hermes, while the chemical symbol,
Hg, comes from the Greek for silver water.). But, of course, Mercury to an astronomer means the
planet.
Mercury‘s orbit is the most
eccentric of all the 8 planets.
(Some minor planets such as Pluto
and Sedna have more eccentric
orbits). Mercury‘s orbit is also
tilted compared to the plane of the
other planetary orbits, the ecliptic.
This strongly suggests that a large
impact occurred in the past although it is just possible that the

Hubble ST picture of the Crab
the opposite of the Moon‘s orbit
slowly changing from eccentric to
almost circular. If Mercury‘s orbit
has been caused by impact, that
could account for its giant Iron
core. Mercury‘s core is estimated
to be 40% of the planet compared
to 17% for Earth. The idea is that,
just like Mt. St. Helens, the impact
blasted huge quantities of material
from the surface. The difference is
that Mercury has no atmosphere
and is

NASA Messenger picture of
Unseen side of Mercury
much smaller than the Earth so
this material was lost to space
leaving the planet with an anoma(Continued on page 16)
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(Continued from page 15)

The planet Vulcan
disappeared
like the top of
Mt. St. Helens.

lously large core. The NASA Messenger probe has just flown-by
Mercury on the 14th Jan 2008. It
will enter into orbit around Mercury in 2011. The mission should
be able to tell if a giant impact occurred.
In the past, the precession of the orbit of Mercury
could not be explained.
The Frenchman, Le Verrier, was
responsible for the discovery of
the planet Neptune, (another Roman God). He predicted its position based on the orbit of the
planet Uranus, (a Greek God).
Uranus‘ orbit suggested another
planet was influencing it. Naturally the problem of the precession
of Mercury attracted his attention.
His proposed solution was yet another planet or perhaps a group of
asteroids closer to the Sun than
Mercury. Attempts were made to
find this planet and claims were
made. Some claims turned out to
be Sun spots. The name of this
planet? – Vulcan.
Of course, it was Einstein
with his General theory of Relativity that successfully accounted for
the precession of Mercury. The
planet Vulcan disappeared like the
top of Mt. St. Helens.

ing to the uncertainty in the position of the planet. It is only known
to a few kilometres and that produces an uncertainty in the precession calculated from General Relativity.
The NASA Messenger probe will
not improve the error but the joint
ESA/Japanese mission to Mercury, BepiColombo, for 2013 will
do the job. Its radar will measure
the position of Mercury to 10 centimetres allowing a very accurate
test of General Relativity. This is
important because the current description of the Universe needs
75% of Dark Energy to balance
the books. The evidence for Dark
Energy comes from Supernovae,
the cosmic microwave background
and the behaviour of clusters of
galaxies. At some point, if Dark
Energy really exists, it will lead to
errors in the predictions of General Relatively. An attempt was
made to make a similar check on
General relativity during the Cassini Mission to Saturn. No errors
were found in the General Relativity predictions but the accuracy of
the measurement on this mission
was only of the order of the error
expected from Dark Energy so the
question remains. The BepiColombo probe should resolve this
question since its accuracy is a
factor of 10 better than that of the
Cassini spacecraft.
Just in passing, Einstein
had a secretary called Helen Dukas. She ran his household after
the death of his second wife. She
was a trustee of his will responsible for his notes and papers.

There are still some uncertainties
in the precession of Mercury owPage 16

I don‘t know if Einstein
ever visited the Cascade Mountains and saw Mount St. Helens –
it would be a nice connection if he
did.
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Internation Year of Astronomy 2009
GAS has recently received the following letter from The Federation of Astronomical
Societies regarding the International Year of Astronomy (IYA).
Letter to Federation of Astronomical Societies (FAS):
A call to action for the International Year of Astronomy 2009
Dear Calum,
With the recent appointment of Steve Owens as UK co-ordinator for IYA2009 we are now poised to begin
mobilising the vast resource of amateur astronomers and societies, and to begin planning how they will
contribute towards the objectives of IYA2009. Those objectives include:
reconnecting the general public with the night sky
promoting widespread access to new knowledge and observing experiences
increasing scientific awareness
support and improve formal and informal science education
facilitate new networks and strengthen existing ones
The contribution of the grassroots astronomers will be invaluable in meeting these objectives, allowing us
to engage with the public through a wide variety of events (star parties, sidewalk astronomy, observatory
open-nights, lectures, workshops etc etc) across the entire UK.
As an organisation that represents the amateur astronomers who will be delivering IYA2009 events, we
would like to invite you to begin discussions as to how you might organise your members, and how you
will support them in their IYA2009 grassroots activities.
We also hope you will look to set global targets for the year, perhaps engaging x members of the public
over the year, or running y events across the UK. These targets would hopefully meet your objectives too,
and could then be used to encourage your members to participate in IYA2009, and form a structure
around which your activities can be planned.
We will shortly be sending out an invitation to amateur astronomers, astronomy societies and others to
contact us to discuss their ideas for IYA2009. The events generated through this process will form the
core of our grassroots activities for the year. Your involvement will be crucial in ensuring that IYA2009 is
planned for strategically amongst your members, that its objectives are met, and that 2009 is a year to
remember.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you require further information
Yours Sincerely
Steve Owens (IYA2009 co-ordinator)
on behalf of Professor Ian Robson, Chair of the UK Node of IYA2009

I think you‘ll agree this is interesting stuff, and the IYA will feature as an Agenda item for the next
GAS committee meeting on May 14th. If you would like to become involved with GAS preparations for celebrating IYA or would like to suggest activities that might be suitable, please contact
John Axtell.
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